2019 Vegetable/Herb Plant Sale & Vendor Fundraiser
May 4th from 9-1 (Plants, Vendors, & Raffles)
May 11, 18, & 25th from 9-12 (Plants only)
Over 10,000 Plants and 100 Varieties all grown from Organic or
Untreated (Non-GMO) seed in our Harleysville greenhouse
Plants are $3.50 each or 3 for $10 unless otherwise noted.
Hanging Cherry Tomato Baskets for only $15 - Perfect for
Mother's Day!
To Pre-Order Plants, please email your order with Name,
Quantity, Varieties, & Phone # to lhfplantorder@gmail.com
*You will receive a confirmation email of your order.
**Some varieties will sell out, we highly recommend placing a
pre-order!
Pre-Orders accepted until May 2nd at 12:00pm. Pre-Orders taken for May
4th Sale only.

Farm Tours held at 10:00am & 11:00am at the gate by upper
fields. Learn all about Living Hope Farm and our CSA!

Living Hope Farm
461 Indian Creek Rd, Harleysville, Pa 19438

215-256-4400

Living Hope Farm is a Registered 501© (3)

Tomatoes - Heirlooms & Slicers

Big Beef
Nice combination of size, taste, and earliness.
Large, avg. 10-12 oz mostly blemish-free, globe-shaped
red fruit. They have full flavor - among the best - and
ripen early for their size.

Celebrity
This AAS winner is resistant to just about every
tomato pest you'll find! Medium-large, 7-8 oz.,
flavorful, globe-shaped, firm red fruits ripen midseason.
Vigorous determinate

Brandywine
Big, beautiful fruits that first brought
recognition to the term heirloom. Well known and
loved for its perfect flavor balance of sugars and acids.
Delicious, deep rose-scarlet flesh is smooth and
incredibly juicy. Pick just before ripe to avoid cracking.
Indeterminate 16 oz fruit

Carbon

Highly productive black heirloom with
excellent flavor. Resists cracking and cat-facing
better than other large, black heirlooms. 10-14 oz. fruit
with dark olive shoulders fading into a very dark, brick
red. Boasts the signature rich flavor and meaty texture of
a classic black tomato. Excellent yields and fruit quality
for an heirloom. Indeterminate.

Cherokee Purple
Large beefsteak fruits with mauve-purple skin,
green shoulders and red flesh. The most popular of
the "black" tomatoes for its outstanding flavor and
texture. Believed to trace back over 100 years to the
Cherokee tribe. Indeterminate

Early Girl Bush
Comes in first as an early slicing tomato.
Dependable large harvests of flavorful, solid 4 to 6 oz.
fruit. Disease resistant. A proven variety for delicious,
early tomatoes. Indeterminate. 52 days

Estiva

Lemon Boy

Premium flavor 6-7 oz tomatoes that resist cracking and
are highly productive over a long season. Indeterminate

Flavor is outstanding, mild and sweet yet tangy
and definitely not bland. Extremely vigorous plants
produce large harvests of attractive fruit that weighs 8 oz
or more. This one is easy to grow. Indeterminate. 72
days.

Green Zebra
A delicious, tangy salad tomato, ripe just as the
green fruit develops a yellow blush, accentuating the
darker green stripes 3-4 oz.

Hungarian Heart
Very popular Oxheart variety, known for their excellently
flavored, meaty, large tomatoes that provide lots of solid
luscious 1lb fruits with very few seeds. As a bonus, these plants
are not shy bearers, but rather quite productive for an oxheart
type. Hungarian heirloom. Indeterminate. 85 days.

Marmalade
Finally, an orange slicer as sweet as the
reds! Formerly called Sunkist F1. Perfect
unblemished fruits are slightly flattened with firm flesh.
Works well in the greenhouse or field.

Mortgage Lifter
Legendary, huge beefsteak consistently wins
taste-tests. This huge heirloom beefsteak (up to 4 lb.;
average 2 1/2 lb.) consistently wins taste-tests with its
delicious, rich, sweet taste. 85 days. Indeterminate

Rose
Moskvich
One of the most appealing extra-early tomatoes.
Fruits are early, deep red, and cold tolerant. Rich and
flavorful. 4-6 oz. Indeterminate

Rivals Brandywine for taste. Deep pink and
smoother than Brandywine, Rose is every bit as meaty
and flavorful. Fruits weigh 10+ oz. Good-yielding
heirloom. Indeterminate.

Rutgers
Mountain Fresh
One of the most popular slicer tomatoes. Highly
disease resistant, produces heavy crop mid-season
producer. One of the easiest tomatoes you can grow. 816oz slicers with good flavor

Polbig
Extremely early tomato that produces high yields of
very good tasting, meaty, 6-8 oz globe shaped fruit.
Uniform ripening time. Excellent deep red internal and
external color. High resistance to fusarium wilt, tobacco
mosaic virus, and verticillium wilt. Determinate 60 Day

Developed for the canning industry; hearty
tomato flavor and meaty texture. Bright red fruit
with a small seed cavity and good color throughout, good
for slicing or canning. Widely adapted and crack
resistant. Determinate

Striped German
Bicolor red and yellow fruit. Medium to large
tomatoes are shaded yellow and red. Marbled interior
with Complex, fruity flavor and smooth texture. 12+ oz.
fruit. Indeterminate.

Valencia
Round, smooth fruits average 8-10 oz. Their meaty
interiors have few seeds. This midseason tomato is
among the best for flavor and texture. Indeterminate

San Marzano 2
Excellent for canning, tomato paste, or puree.
Rectangular pear-shaped, 3 ½” long fruit with mild
flavor and meaty texture. Bright red color.
Indeterminate.

Paste Tomatoes

Amish Paste
Large for a sauce tomato, slightly irregular plum
shaped fruits avg. 8-12 oz. with excellent flavor. These
meaty tomatoes are good in salads and great for
processing. Indeterminate.

Speckled Roman
Very flavorful paste tomato is about 5 inches long
and red with jagged golden stripes. Meaty, 6 to 8 oz.
tomatoes are great for processing into sauce and paste
but are so flavorful that you will also want to enjoy some
fresh in salads. Vigorous plants produce heavily.

Roma Paste

Plum Perfect
A productive plum tomato with late blight
resistance. Medium-size plants with good leaf cover
produce high yields of blocky, 4 oz. plum tomatoes.
Fruits have a deep red color with good flavor. Good
disease resistance package.
Indeterminate

Productive plum tomato with great disease
resistance! Vigorous and strong, producing heavy
yields of picture-perfect, thick-walled fruits with deep
red color and mild flavor. Determinate. Vigorous 4 oz

Hanging Tomato Baskets

Indigo Cherry Drops

3 Tumbling Toms Plants per Basket
Choose from All Red, All Yellow, or Mixed Varieties
These plants cascade 18 inches over the container's edge,
bearing lots of bright red 1 to 2-inch cherry tomatoes
that are deliciously sweet.

Cherry/Grape Tomatoes

Black Cherry
Perfectly round cherry with classic black tomato
flavor, sweet yet rich and complex. Fruit picks clean
from the stem and is produced in abundance on
vigorous, tall plants. These cherries are irresistibly
delicious. Indeterminate

Cherry Bomb

Classic cherry tomato flavor - firm, sweet, and
well-balanced Indeterminate

Indigo Cherry Drops has the same striking, dark
blue anthocyanin coloration and red flesh, but
the plant habit is much improved; instead of the
small semi-determinate growth habit of Indigo Rose,
Indigo Cherry Drops is a vigorous indeterminate. Yield
and flavor are much improved, with larger clusters of 1–
2 oz. fruit. Indeterminate

Pink Bumble Bee
Excellent sweet flavor. Pink, round cherry tomatoes
are striped with yellow and orange. Pink Bumble Bee is
an alluring combination of light pinks, yellows and
oranges. Indeterminate.

Red Pearl Grape
Great old-fashioned tomato flavor. High
producing, tender skinned, almost seedless with
excellent flavor makes this a favorite grape variety.
Indeterminate

Sungold
Exceptionally sweet, bright tangerine-orange cherry
tomatoes leave people begging for more. High resistance
to fusarium wilt and tobacco mosaic virus.
Indeterminate

White Cherry
Good mild tasting cherry. Appealing, pale yellow
cherry tomatoes average 15-20 gm. Plants are compact
and easy to pick.

Bell Peppers

Sweetie Cherry Tomato
Super sweet red cherry tomato with high sugar
content for eating right off the vine!
Masses of 1-1.5" round cherries in long clusters. Firm
texture similar to grape tomatoes; ideal for eating fresh
or canning. Impressive vigor and reliability, ripening
first and perfectly during six weeks of rain and cold - an
absolute standout! Indeterminate

Yellow Pear
Petite, distinctive salad tomato. The tall, vigorous
vines bear quantities of small, 3/4-1 oz., lemon yellow,
pear-shaped fruits. Mild flavor. Determinate

King of The North
Reliable set of green to glossy red fruits in short
seasons. Improved for a higher percentage of blocky,
thick-walled, early ripening peppers each with three to
four lobes. Known for its ability to produce good sized
peppers in short, cool seasons. Strong plants support
heavy yields. Early 3-4" fruits

Purple Beauty
Perfect for stuffing or eating fresh
Plant produces good yields of medium size sweet bell
peppers. Peppers turn from green to red when mature.

Sweet Peppers

Red Knight
Get a jump on the season with a large, early,
green-to-red pepper. Big, blocky, thick-walled bell
pepper turns red early. Fruity and sweet with better
disease resistance

Aura Pepper
Deliciously sweet and fruity Golden yellow fruits
turn from green to yellow to gold at full maturity.
Tapered, thick-walled, 2-3 lobed fruits are 4-5" long,
Medium-size plants yield well. Early and easy to grow in
diverse climates.

Cornito Rosso
Sweet Sunrise
Blocky, dark-green fruit ripens to yellow/orange.
Medium-large 3- and 4-lobed fruits are blocky to slightly
elongated. The flavor is both fruity and sweet.

A new class of peppers, Cornitos are 1-1 1/2" wide at
the shoulders and 5" long. They are very early, sweet,
and attractive smaller version of Carmen with similar
maturity. Perfect for grilling and roasting,

Lunchbox
Yankee Bell
Plant produces good yields of medium size sweet
bell peppers. Peppers turn from green to red
when mature. Plants have stronger branches than
other varieties

Sweet & Flavorful Snack Peppers
These beautiful, mini-sized red, orange, & yellow
peppers are remarkably sweet and flavorful. They are
delicious sautéed, as an addition to salads and, of
course, perfect for a healthy snack.

Sweet Banana
One of the most popular sweet peppers in the USA!

Produces high yields of 6" long sweet peppers.
They turn from light green, to yellow, to orange, to red
when it matures & can be used at any stage of maturity.
Very sweet in flavor with more vitamin C than an orange.

Hot Peppers
Listed in order from mild to Hot!

Early Jalapeno
Ideal for Mexican dishes. Deep green fruits mature
to red. Sausage-shaped fruits, 3-1/2" by 1-1/2", are also
perfect for pickling. Just like Jalapeno, but earlier.
Compact bushes. Scoville Rating: 3,500 to 4,500

Red Flame Cayenne
Hungarian Hot Wax
Good flavor, not overly hot. Yellow hot pepper with
5 1/2" x 1 1/2" smooth, waxy fruits tapering to a point.
Easy to stuff and to peel after roasting; thick-fleshed for
frying. Its sunset-ripening peppers change from yellow
to orange to red.

Bastan Pepper
Large early full flavored ancho that produces heavy
yields of very dark green, thicker walled fruits that are
2½ - 3” wide and 5 - 6” long. Smooth skins allow for easy
peeling when preparing chiles rellenos or roasted
peppers, and the deep rich dark chocolate color at full
maturity is great for mole sauce. Scoville Rating @1800

Hot Hot Pepper. Matures earlier and has a glossy
sheen with a fire engine red color. Prolific and
dependable plants produce loads of fruits great for
eating fresh, dried or powdered. Scoville Rating 30,00050,000

Habanero
Extraordinary heat combined with fruity, citrus
notes. Avg. 2" x 1 1/4", wrinkled fruits ripen from dark
green to salmon orange. This extremely pungent
habanero may be used fresh or dried. Key ingredient in
Jamaican "jerk" sauces. Scoville Rating 100,000350,000

Flowers

- 2 pks

Benary's Giant Zinnia
Vigorous all-season producers hold up well in summer
rain and heat. 6" bloom. Long-lasting standouts in
bouquets. Colors include: deep red, orange, carmine
rose, coral, lime, wine, purple, bright pink, white, salmon
rose, scarlet, and golden yellow. Ht. 40–50"

Carmine Gomphrena
Best rose-colored gomphrena for cut flowers. Unusual,
glowing, carmine blooms on long stems. We have found
the QIS™ (Quality in Seed) series to be the best choice
for cut-flower production for its stem quality, length, and
uniformity. Also known as globe amaranth and Rio
Grande globe amaranth. Ht. 18-20"

Pampas Plume Celosia
Perfect bouquet filler. Masses of soft, feathery, 2-6"
long plumes in scarlet, orange, bright yellow, pink,
cream. Multi-branching plants produce 10-14 stems
each. Also known as cockscomb. 34-4

Sonja Sunflower
Outstanding cut sunflower.
Tangerine petals, dark center. Sprays of 8 or more side
branches on strong 17-28" stems bear

Perennial Flowers - Singles

Persian Cress
Productive, easy-to-grow cut flower filler. Airy, yet
sturdy branches filled with tiny seed pods that resemble
silvery-green coins. Persian Cress leaves are edible and
have a mild, peppery flavor. Also makes a nice salad
green.

Colorado Mix Yarrow
Long-lasting perennial. 2-4", flat-topped flower heads in
shades of red, rust, beige, rose, yellow, apricot, and white
on 24" stems. Use Colorado fresh as a cut flower, adding
drama to bouquets with the added benefit of a long vase
life. When dried, the color is retained. Low-maintenance.

Florist Blue Boy

Classic deep blue cornflower. Upright plants
produce abundant double and semi double, 1–1 1/2"
blooms. Prefers cool temperatures. Also known as
cornflower, garden cornflower, and bachelor's buttons

Echinacea Purpurea*
Common purple coneflower. The easiest echinacea
to grow — germinates without stratification. Vigorous
plants with large, purple-petaled flowers. Fibrous roots
are easy to harvest

Xsenia Cosmo
Petals display a lovely rose color at the edges and
flower center, with terracotta orange filling in
the mid-petals. This brilliant color fades to a warm,
antique rose as blooms mature. 2 1/2" single-flowered
blooms 24–28" tall.

Indian Summer Rudbeckia
Gigantic golden flowers. Semi double and single blooms
measure 4-7". Sturdy stems, no staking necessary. Also
known as blackeyed Susan

Herbs - Single Potted Plants
Basil (Genovese, Dark Opal), Cilantro (Santo), Chives (Staro *several per pot), Dill
(Boquet), Lavender*(Munstead), Oregano (Greek), Parsley (Italian Flat Leaf,
Krausa Curled Parsley), Rosemary (Primed), Thyme (Summer)

Misc - Marked either single, 2,4, or 6 packs
Beets (Red Ace - 6 pk) Cantaloupe (Delicious 51 - 4 pk), Swiss Chard (Improved
Rainbow - 4 pk), Cucumbers (Marketmore 76, Tasty Green Asian, Cool Customer
Pickling - 2 pk), Eggplant (Black Beauty, Listada DiGandia, Ping Tung Long, Rosa
Bianco, Traviata (traditional black Italian) - Single Plant), Kale (Lacinato, Westlander)
- 4 pk)
Lettuces (Coastal Star, Bergams Green, New Red Fire, Optima, Tropicana 6 pk),
Onions (Redwing, Walla Walla - 6 pk), Summer Squash (Yellow Crookneck- 2pk),
Watermelon (Early Moonbeam, Sugar Baby - 2 pk), Winter Squash (Butternut,
Delicata, Spaghetti) Zucchini (Dark Green, Tigress, Yellowfin, 8 Ball - 2 pk)

To place a pre-order for the 5/4/19 sale only, please email
lhfplantorder@gmail.com with your name, phone #, varieties, # of plants
before May 2nd at noon. (Please note that flowers & misc. vegetable
plants come in 2,4, or 6 packs). You will receive an email confirmation of
your order. All pre-orders will be boxed up. Pick up outside under tent.
New This Year- Plants will also be for sale in our public market
each Saturday in May from 9-12.

Cash, Checks, & Credit Cards Accepted
*** Varieties subject to change***
Please Bring A Box to Transport Your Plants Home!

*Limited Quantities due to poor germination (Echinacea Purpurea & Lavender)

